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1. The Scientific Community, of which CERN is a member, is grateful that Science 

in the Information Society has explicitly found its place in the Geneva Declaration of 
Principles and in the Action Plan and endorses the “desire and commitment to build a 
people-centred, inclusive and development-oriented Information Society”. 

 
2. Some history and glimpses into the future, demonstrating the internet to be a 

rapidly moving target for governance: 
The “public science” community has played a major role in the past in making the 

internet operational for file transfer, e-mail and distant connection and operation of 
computers between scientific centres.  

The working principles were and still are global partnership, sharing, openness 
and trust. 

There had been significant help from national agencies funding public science, 
from the (mostly US-) private sector and from prior computer communication efforts 
(Arpanet) between universities and laboratories funded by US-DOD. There were 
important clashes with national Telecommunications operators on protocols and cost, 
making progress, in particular in Europe, slow compared to the de-regulated, 
competitive (mostly US-) private sector examples, underpinning the importance of the 
intended multi-stakeholder approach to internet governance as envisaged at  WSIS  in 
Geneva. 

The science community continues to explore novel uses of the internet, with e-
science and grids (named after the “power grids”) or utility computing, both demanding 
higher quality and novel features of service from the international networks. In the 
words of Sir John Taylor, Director General of the UK Research Councils e-science or 
enhanced-science will drive the next generation of internet-ICT-infrastructure and 
provide for some guidance for e-library, e- partnership, e-education, e-university, e-
commerce, e-business, e-health, e-democracy, e-community, e-… .  

CERN, with its scientific community of many thousand scientists from many 
hundred collaborating institutes from 60-70 countries operates a first global grid-
prototype of about 40 computer centres around the world, interconnected within their 
firewalls, offering a transparent service to all users independent of the location of their 
home institutes and providing them with vast amounts of data, simulation and analysis 
software and vast computing power as required by a state of the art science. This, and 
many associated IC-technologies in daily use in the scientific community will set the 
scene for global, inclusive partnership in science, education and training. 

Such undertakings will provide first steps towards the “information utility”. 
Innumerable interconnected computers, smart devices, data-, information- and 
knowledge repositories will become the new, global information infrastructure that will 
emerge in the next decades and become as pervasive as printing, power and electricity, 
transport or telephone. It will introduce breaking changes in society.2 

                                                           
1 derived from the RSIS meeting at CERN in  December 2003 ( http://cern.ch/rsis ) 
2 More details in: Sir John Taylor in “Network Logic-chapter 14”, copyright @demos.co.uk; creative 
commons copyright, www.demos.co.uk 
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3. Let me summarise points of priority to the scientific community as follows: 
Knowledge and Education are the keys to development of mankind.  
The Internet, the globally accessible infrastructure of interconnected computers, 

data repositories and associated devices are the essential means to store and make 
accessible content in science and education; Further, the internet makes us all virtual 
neighbours and enables close collaboration of distant partners.  

Therefore governments together with the scientific community and other 
stakeholders concerned should endeavour the following priority action in the Scientific 
Domain: 

- To make contents of publicly funded education and research freely 
accessible on the Web and software and network means to access that 
information affordable for the critical use by everybody.  

- The “Open Access” and “Open Archiving” initiatives of the Scientific 
Community provide already practical emerging standards on how to make 
validated, certified content generally available.  

Open Access for agreed items is a point of eminent interest for Internet 
Governance since validated; freely accessible knowledge will make the Internet to 
the distributed, but universal repository of human knowledge, the library of 
Alexandria of today. 

 
4. Beyond the scientific domain the following points have been mentioned in our 

RSIS meeting: 
- The “people-centric” and global internet touches on all aspects of human 

rights. This is a domain that concerns governments and the UN process of 
safeguarding human rights and mankind’s interests. There are specialized UN 
organizations involved in the governance of particular aspects of those and an 
established corresponding consultation process. They have emerging programmes 
concerning their particular objectives in the context of the internet. (e-health in 
WHO, e-education in UNESCO and the UN University,. . .).  

Present Internet Governing Entities will have to be scrutinized as to their 
competence to deal with these items globally. They may need to be complemented 
in issues concerning international conventions and national law. 

- For accountability, traceability, trust and security in internet actions people 
and entities such as private firms, universities, organizations, associations etc need 
legally protected “internet”-identities, a domain in the competence of 
governments. Privacy, liability, intellectual property, freedom of expression are 
further such domains.  

It may further be necessary to define special rules of openness and 
transparency for the function of key soft- and hardware components of the internet 
to exclude improper unilateral use of passing traffic. 

Existing international conventions, their application in national laws, 
agreements, and regulations will need to be extended explicitly to the internet 
context and that will be an important contribution to internet governance and can be 
picked up, for the international context, by the competent specialized UN-
organizations. 

- More technical items such as name spaces, protocols, architecture, etc need 
ample opportunities for adaptation to the rapid pace of new developments and prior 
testing before implementation. The present governing entities and the private sector 
have dealt mostly well with the complex issues and should continue their work, 
however complemented  with the above high level international supporting actions. 
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- The scientific community, as it has demonstrated in the past for dual-use 
technologies, is available for monitoring, consultation and advice. It will require 
clear guidelines. 

-Finally,  Internet Governance, including all stakeholders, should have as one 
of its main objectives the construction of the inclusive Information Society as 
postulated in the declaration of principles of WSIS. 

The scientific community sees as first priorities in this context to connect all 
universities, and therefore the corresponding major cities, to the global 
networks at sufficient bandwidth, to provide them at affordable prices with the 
necessary ICT infrastructure and affordable software to use the internet..  

Implementation plans for such essential infrastructure can be worked out 
anywhere and the scientific community is willing to help within the limits of their 
available resources. International tenders in a de-regulated environment and a 
maximum of local effort will provide for the best value for money.  Regions 
should present such concrete plans for all of their insufficiently connected countries 
to give a concrete focus to the solidarity funds but also to stimulate internet 
providers and ICT manufacturers to contribute, maybe in kind to real priority items.  

 
5. It is the experience of the scientific community that the goal of overcoming the 

digital divide need explicit face to face partnerships and collaborations between 
Universities leading to scientific Capacity Building and e-inclusion, based on a 
maximum use of ICTs but including fellowships and training to educate the required 
specialists and to narrow the not only digital divide in science. 

 
With its considerable expertise in global scientific and technological endeavours 

and within its available resources CERN and collaborating institutes are eager to 
contribute and to collaborate with interested stakeholders to concrete, priority WSIS 
actions and to the success and progress of Internet Governance. 

 
Let me finish with some quotes of interest in the context: 
 The internet pioneer Vint Cerf points out: “The internet is a reflection of our 

society and that mirror is going to be reflecting what we see. If we do not like what we 
see in that mirror the problem is not to fix the mirror, we have to fix society.”  

The mathematician and philosopher Bertrand Russel says: "All who are not lunatics 
agree about certain things: That it is better to be alive than dead, better to be 
adequately fed than starved, better to be free than a slave. Many people desire those 
things only for themselves and their friends; they are quite content that their enemies 
should suffer. These people can be refuted by science: Humankind has become so much 
one family that we cannot insure our own prosperity except by insuring that of everyone 
else. If you wish to be happy yourself, you must resign yourself to seeing others also 
happy."  
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